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Systema Software and WorkersCompensation.com Enter Enterprise
Agreement to Integrate Claims Software and Compliance Solutions
For Workers’ Comp Clients, SIMS Claims Will Include Ongoing Compliance for Forms,
Letters and Disability Rates as Part of Base Product
Larkspur, Calif. – November 3, 2014 – Systema Software, a leading provider of claims
administration software and services to the insurance industry, and WorkersCompensation.com,
the original and largest workers’ compensation compliance center, today announced an
enterprise agreement to integrate FlashForm SSL and CompGuide XML into the SIMS Claims™
base product.
Jose Tribuzio, CEO of Systema Software, commented: “In workers’ compensation, compliance
changes occur every day across the nation, so it’s vital that organizations have access to the most
current information. Our enterprise agreement with WorkersCompensation.com will provide our
workers’ comp clients with jurisdictional form and disability rate updates on a near real-time
basis. WorkersCompensation.com is without a doubt the largest and most utilized online WC
compliance resource in the nation, and our companies are well aligned in terms of our
commitment to and depth of knowledge of the workers’ compensation claims industry.”
Robert Wilson, CEO of WorkersCompensation.com, added, “We’re excited to work with
Systema Software in our first enterprise agreement with a claims software vendor. Systema
offers a modern and sophisticated claims solution in SIMS Claims, which has already been
integrated and deployed with our compliance solutions. As such, we have a track record of

combined implementation, successful results, and satisfied customers. SIMS has a reputation for
providing in-depth functionality and flexibility. By integrating FlashForm SSL and CompGuide
XML, SIMS solidifies its position as a leading workers’ compensation claims solution in the
market.”
Since 2000, WorkersCompensation.com has provided industry professionals with reliable, timely
information and updates for ongoing workers’ compensation claims compliance. FlashForm
SSL, its cloud-based library, includes 3,500 jurisdictional forms that are continually updated. By
integrating with FlashForm SSL, SIMS Claims users will have immediate access to over 820
forms and can elect to enable other forms from this extensive library, so fields can be auto
populated with claims data, and forms and letters can be saved to the claim file.
CompGuide XML maintains the latest disability rates for all jurisdictions and uses a benefit rules
engine to calculate benefit payments—such as temporary total disability, temporary partial
disability, permanent partial disability, and permanent total disability benefits. From within
SIMS, CompGuide XML disability rates and payment calculations will be readily available to
facilitate and streamline this critical component of the claims process.
About Systema Software
Systema Software provides flexible, comprehensive solutions and services to the insurance
industry. SIMS Claims is an innovative, award-winning claims administration system, which is
highly praised by clients and well recognized by industry experts as a leading claims solution.
Together, our team of Big 4 consulting and industry veterans, experienced software developers,
and project managers deliver an architecturally strong enterprise platform, designed for superior
speed, scalability, and performance. With advanced technology and focused customer service,
Systema Software has experienced phenomenal growth and success, earning high rankings on
the national Inc. 5000 and local Fast 100 lists of fastest-growing private companies. For more
information, visit us online at www.systemasoft.com.
About WorkersCompensation.com
WorkersCompensation.com is the original and largest regulatory and compliance information
center available for the workers' compensation industry. Serving thousands of workers'

compensation professionals and employers for over a decade, WorkersCompensation.com is the
unquestioned leader for relevant and critical information for the workers' comp industry.
Whether it is our extensive library of over 3,500 "Type & Save" enabled workers' comp forms,
keyword searchable laws and regulations for 53 jurisdictions, or extensive compliance
information, exclusive Topic Comparison Center and 50 State Comparative Charts, we have
what you need to manage the world of workers' compensation. For additional information, please
visit www.workerscompensation.com or call 866-927-COMP (2667).
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